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Movies
1917
Bad Boys for Life
Bloodshot
Clemency
Emma
Ford Vs. Ferrari
Hallmark 2-Movie Collection (Paris, Wine and Romance/Rome in Love)
Harley Quinn: Birds of Prey
Jojo Rabbit
Just Mercy
Like a Boss
Little Joe
Little Women (Blu-ray)
Portrait of a Lady on Fire
Sonic the Hedgehog
Star Wars: The Rise of Luke Skywalker
The Grudge
The Hate U Give
The Hunt
The Invisible Man (2020)
The Last Full Measure
The Lodge
The Way Back
Watchmen: An HBO Limited Series

Books: Biographies & Memoirs
Officer Clemmons: A Memoir by Francois Clemmons
The Autobiography of Malcolm X (As Told to Alex Haley) by Alex Haley
The Book of Rosy: A Mother’s Story of Separation at the Border by Rosayra Pablo Cruz
Waking Up White, and Finding Myself in the Story of Race by Debbie Irving

Books: Business & Investing
Nolo’s Guide to Social Disability: Getting & Keeping Your Benefits by David Morton, III

Books: History
All This Marvelous Potential: Robert Kennedy’s 1968 Tour of Appalachia by Matthew Algeo
Heaven and Hell: A History of the Afterlife by Bart D. Ehrman
Islamic Empires: The Cities That Shaped Civilization-From Mecca to Dubai by Justin Marozzi
Pure Invention: How Japan’s Pop Culture Conquered the World by Matt Alt

Books: Society
Broken Faith: Inside the Word of Faith Fellowship, One of America’s Most Dangerous Cults by Mitch Weiss
Conversations in Black: On Power, Politics, and Leadership by Ed Gordon
Going Home: A Walk Through Fifty Years of Occupation by Raja Shehadeh
The Turnaway Study: Ten Years, a Thousand Women, and the Consequences of Having - or Being Denied - an Abortion by Diana Green Foster
The World: A Brief Introduction by Richard Haass
Why I’m No Longer Talking to White People About Race by Reni Eddo-Lodge

**Books: Home & Garden**
The Cat: A Natural and Cultural History by Sarah Brown
Turtles and Tortoises for Dummies by Liz Pilika

**Books: Travel**
An Adirondack Passage: The Cruise of the Canoe Sairy Gamp by Christine Jerome
Cruising America’s Waterways: The Erie Canal by Debbie Daino Stack
DK Eyewitness Great Britain by DK Eyewitness Travel
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide New Orleans by DK Eyewitness Travel
Frommer’s Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks by Elisabeth Kwak-Hefferan

**Books: Literature & Fiction**
100 Great American Short Stories by Dover Publications
Pillow Thoughts II: Healing the Heart by Courtney Peppernell
Pillow Thoughts III: Mending the Mind by Courtney Peppernell
The Dark Between the Stars: Poems by Atticus
The Mambo Kings Play Songs of Love by Oscar Hijuelos
What You Wish For by Katherine Center

**Books: Mysteries & Thrillers**
A Spell for Trouble by Esme Addison
A Study in Murder: A Victorian Book Club Mystery by Callie Hutton
Auntie Poldi and the Sicilian Lions (An Auntie Poldi Adventure) by Mario Giordano
Love & Other Crimes: Stories by Sara Paretsky
Peace Talks (Dresden Files) by Jim Butcher
To Kill a Mocking Girl by Harper Kincaid

**Books: Romance**
A Walk Along the Beach: A Novel by Debbie Macomber
Full Figured 15: Plus Size Divas by Anna J.

**Books: Children’s**
As Brave As You by Jason Reynolds
BOX: Henry Brown Mails Himself to Freedom by Carole Boston Weatherford
Enchanter’s Child, Book One: Twilight Hauntings by Angie Sage
Five Fuzzy Chicks by Diana Murray
Follow Me, Flo! by Jarvis
Ghost (Track) by Jason Reynolds
Little Women: A BabyLit Storybook by Louisa May Alcott
Lu (Track) by Jason Reynolds
One Little Bag: An Amazing Journey by Henry Cole
One of These is Not Like the Others by Barney Saltzberg
Patina (Track) by Jason Reynolds
Pete the Cat: 5-Minute Pete the Cat Stories by James Dean
Pete the Cat: Five Little Bunnies by James Dean
Peter Pan: A BabyLit Adventure Primer by Jennifer Adams
Roy Digs Dirt by David Shannon
Run, Sea Turtle, Run: A Hatchling’s Journey by Stephen R. Swinburne
Sunny (Track) by Jason Reynolds
The Hen and the Badger by Saw Powder
Two Little Trains by Margaret Wise Brown
We All Sleep (We Both Read) by D. J. Panec
When You Trap a Tiger by Tae Keller
Wings of Fire Book Five: The Brightest Night by Tui T. Sutherland
Wings of Fire Book Three: The Hidden Kingdom by Tui T. Sutherland
Wings of Fire Book Two: The Lost Heir by Tui T. Sutherland
Elephant Huggy by Win World
Books: Comics & Graphic Novels
The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl Vol. 11: Call Your Squirrelfriend by Ryan North
The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl Vol. 12: To All the Squirrels I’ve Loved Before by Ryan North
The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl Vol. 9: Squirrels Fall Like Dominoes by Ryan North

Books: Teen
All Your Twisted Secrets by Diana Urban
Felix Ever After by Kacen Callender
His Hideous Heart: Thirteen of Edgar Allan Poe's Most Unsettling Tales Reimagined by Dahlia Adler
Jane Against the World: Roe v. Wade and the Fight for Reproductive Rights by Karen Blumenthal
Love from A to Z by S. K. Ali
Not Even Bones by Rebecca Schaeffer
One of Us is Next by Karen M. McManus
Only Ashes Remain (Market of Monsters) by Rebecca Schaeffer
Onyx (A Lux Novel) by Jennifer L. Armentrout
The Conference of Birds (Miss Peregrine’s Peculiar Children) by Ransom Riggs

Books: Large Print
Front Row at the Trump Show by Jonathan Karl
Gunpowder Express by Brett Cogburn
It’s Not All Downhill From Here: A Novel by Terry McMillan
Masked Prey (A Prey Novel) by John Sandford
Me & Patsy Kickin’ Up Dust: My Friendship with Patsy Cline by Loretta Lynn
The Mirror & the Light by Hilary Mantel